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2016 Barden Fonte White Blend,
Encantada Vineyard, Santa Rita Hills

Regularly $36 3rd Corner Retail $26.99 Member To-Go $22.94
93 Points Wine Enthusiast
Rather wondrous aromas of pear peels, nectarine ﬂesh, gardenias
and crushed chalk become almost like a wearable perfume on this
blend of 36% Chardonnay, 32% Pinot Blanc and 32% Pinot Gris. The
palate is tightly woven and strongly acidic, oﬀering ﬂavors of
Anjou pear, lime juice and more chalk.

2018 Liquid Farm Mourvedre Rose,
Vogelzang Vineyard, Happy Canyon

Regularly $26 3rd Corner Retail $22.99 Member To-Go $19.54
Liquid Farm's looks to the regions of Bandol and Provence for the
inspiration behind this Rosé. It is a combination of 95% Mourvédre
and 5% Grenache sourced from the Happy Canyon of Santa
Barbara AVA. The grapes are pressed as soon as they arrive to the
winery and are barrel-fermented in neutral oak. Bottled after
only 5 months of aging, expect this wine to be crisp, clean, and
refreshing. Bright acid, combined with a lower alcohol, makes this
the perfect "any occasion" wine.

2016 Liquid Farm Pinot Noir,
Radian Vineyard, Santa Rita Hills

3rd Corner Retail $67.99 Member To-Go $57.79
94 Points Jeb Dunnuck
The 2016 Pinot Noir Radian Vineyard comes from a great vineyard
in the Sta. Rita Hills and spent 15 months in 15% new French oak. If
you are looking for a textbook example of Sta. Rita Hills Pinot Noir
(if such a thing exists), you should give this beauty a whirl. Medium
ruby-colored and translucent, with a beautiful bouquet of sour
cherries, currants, salty minerality, smoked earth, and leafy herbs,
it hits the palate with a rich, powerful yet elegant style. It's a
beautifully balanced, silky wine that does everything right.

2016 Foxen Block 43 Pinot Noir,
Bien Nacido Vineyard, Santa Maria Valley

3rd Corner Retail $55.99 Member To-Go $47.59
95 Points Jeb Dunnuck
The 2016 Pinot Noir Block 43 Bien Nacido comes from a
single block in the Bien Nacido Vineyard and was aged 17
months in one-third new French oak. It's not far from
the Block 8 cuvée yet has slightly more new oak as well as
beautiful cassis and strawberry fruits, spice box, violets,
and crushed rocks. Voluptuous and sexy on the palate,
with a stacked mid-palate, this beauty ﬁlls the mouth with
fruit and displays no hard edges, nicely integrated
acidity, and a beautifully pure, balance style.

2015 Foxen Syrah, Williamson-Dore
Vineyard, Los Olivos

3rd Retail $51.99 Member To-Go $44.19
94 Points & Cellar Selection Wine Enthusiast
Quite dark and viscous in the glass, this bottling shows
very concentrated, deep and intense aromas of black
currant, charred rosemary, roasted meat and a hint of
incense. There’s a coﬀee and chai spice component to the
sip alongside the persistent dark fruit, charcoal, black
pepper and uplifting ﬂavors of violet and lilac. Strong
tannins ensure a long life.

2014 The Paring Red, California

Regularly $30 3rd Corner Retail $24.99 Member To-Go $21.24
91 Points Jeb Dunnuck
The 2014 Paring Red (50% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% each of
Merlot and Cabernet Franc and the balance Petit Verdot)
oﬀers plenty of blackcurrant, toasted spice, graphite and
licorice notes in a medium-bodied, chewy style. Incredible
value from outstanding fruit sources.
(Stan Kroenke's Jonata & Screaming Eagle Vineyards!!!).

